Additional Instructions for Vortech V-2 SQ Supercharger Installation

Important Note:
Read all instructions before
starting this installation

Vortech Supercharged Hi-Po3.8
Oil Pan Modifications

Plug and hole should look like this
Broach hole in oil pan as shown, but do not
cut completely through. Leave 0.5mm
thickness remaining

Break remaining lip outward with pliers as shown prior to tapping

Insert pilot drill, scribe, etc in pilot hole,
pop plug out. Make sure that the bit goes
completely through the hole so the plug
doesn’t fall off the end. Lever the bit such
that plug is pulled outward toward you

94-98 Mustang 3.8L Oil Pan Hole Cutting Process
The instructions provided by Vortech with the supercharger which describe the broaching or cutting of the hole
in the oil pan are adequate if you have some idea of just what is being described. However, while most of us
are familiar with hole drilling, our unfamiliarity with the term and process of broaching causes some concern.
Never fear, we’re going to take you through the broaching process step by step. Read these instructions and
the instructions provided by Vortech completely before starting.
Broaching was selected by Vortech for several good reasons. The main reason is to limit the number of aluminum chips introduced into the oil pan. The oil pan on the 3.8 is cast aluminum, so it can’t be punched like
you would with a steel pan. Drilling would be easy but would introduce a bunch of chips into the oil pan—
very dangerous with repsect to engine integrity since the chips produced from a casting are much finer than
those produced from a wrought piece. So, Vortech has specified the use of a rotobroach to actually cut a small
hole akin to what a hole saw does. That way, you cut out a circular plug. Chips are still produced, but not
nearly to the extent that would be produced if drilled.
Refer to the instructions to locate the center of the hole 1.2 inches below the lip on the passenger side front corner of the oil pan. Drill a small pilot hole the diameter of the pilot of the rotobroach. Blow or wipe the chips
away as you drill. Drill slowly, you will drill all the way thru the pan in this step. If you keep the area clean,
only the last few chips will enter the pan when you go thru.
Now, insert the rotobroach into your drill. Low speed here is important, as the rotobroach cuts quickly. The
oil pan is about 4mm thick, so make a mark on the broach 3.5mm maximum from the long end of the cutting
teeth. You already have the pilot hole thru drilled so you also have the thickness of the pan as a visual reference too. Start the rotobroach pilot into the pilot hole and start cutting, slowly. Cut for a second or two and
visually check the depth with repsect to mark on the broach and by comparison of the hole cut depth and the
thickness of the pan viewed thru the pilot hole. Continue this process until 0.5mm thickness or thereabouts is
left. Now, slide the shank end of the pilot drill or a scribe into the pilot hole and gently pry out the remaining
plug. If you have to pry really hard, you need to cut just a little more, like for just a second. Try prying again.
It may take a time or two, but the plug will pop out. Be careful when it breaks free to keep it on the drill bit and
remove it carefully from the pan so it doesn’t drop down in.
Now, your ready to tap the hole. Before you go in with tap, use a small plier to break out the remaining lip
piece by piece, that way the lip will not turn into chips which could fall into the pan. Lube the hole with oil and
pack the tap with a thick grease. Start the tap by hand, then turn with a tap handle, pliers or socket gently for a
complete turn or two until the tap turns freely. Slowly turn tap out and wipe the inside edges of the newly
tapped hole with your finger to remove any chips (be careful the edges are sharp). DO NOT RUN TAP IN
AGAIN. Now, your ready to instal the oil pan fittings per the instructions.
Before you get started on your oil pan, practice on a scrap piece of aluminum. The thickness may not the
same, but the techniques are. When you can cut the hole and pry out the plug, proceed to your oil pan. Do the
same thing with the tap. When you intall the fitting and it threads in smoothly, proceed to your oil pan. If you
ordered our specialized tool kit, use the sample that we included so you know what you are doing before you
start on the pan, its much easier than removing the pan.

AC Modifications

Removed AC line

Drill and tap here

Cut AC line at arrows
Disconnect AC line at two locations
shown by arrows and remove

Reassemble modified AC line

Bend line as shown
Underneath routing of modified line

Disconnecting Springlock AC and fuel line connectors
The factory AC and fuel lines are connected with Springlock connectors. A springlock connector is round and
uses an internal coil spring to securely engage the connector and the tube. A special springlock tool is required
to discconect these connectors. There are two versions. One plastic clam-shell type, shown below, and another type that looks similar to pliers. In either type, the peculiar part of the tool is the internal lip, see arrow.
The springlock is snapped or squeezed around the line with the internal lip pointing to the side of the connector
with the exposed coil spring. Then push the springlok into the connector and pull the tubing apart. This may
take a little patience, but its not that big of a tug of war.
To reassemble, simply slide the tube back into the connector, you should hear an audible pop, if not, just tug at
the tube to ensure that its engaged.
With respect to your fuel lines, check for leaks before the car is driven. Turn the ignition switch on, but do not
crank. With the fuel pump running, any leaks should be readily apparent by inspection.

Additional Tips and Tuning
We strongly recommend a fuel pressure and boost gage. The Vortech kit is designed for relatively stock engines and works great just as designed for that application. However, if your adding the Vortech to a highly
modified engine such as a Hi-Po3.8, you’ll need these gages to sort out the tuning that is required to achieve
the best driveability and power. We’re not big fans of the air/fuel ratio gages. We suggest that you use a good
wide-band Oxygen meter and/or a good tuner to zero everything in.
A word about the boost gage installation, specifically
the location of the boost gage connection. Most boost
gages come with instructions that rather clearly describe that the its sensing location must be in the intake tract or manifold. Installing the the boost gage
connection in that location typically requires some
drilling and tapping. Else, the boost connection can be
spliced into the vacuum connection with the FMU and
Bypass. However, if the boost gage takes its signal
from the vacuum lines, it will result in boost numbers
that are lower than if it was connected directly into the
intake system. To remedy this situation, we suggest
that you instal the boost gage connection in the intake
tract. Now, heres a simple way. Look at the threaded
fittings that came with the boost gage. Drill a hole
right in the middleofthe rubber tube that runs from the
vortech supercharger outlet tube to the bypass valve.
now, apply some silicone sealer to the threads of the to boost gage to manifold vacuum to bypass
fitting and twist right into the hole. Allow the silicone
a little time to setup, then install the vacuum line, ferrule, and nut, and tighten it up. You can even spread some
sealant on the outside to add a little more security. This way you have the boost gage looking directly at boost
and not vacuum. There may be occasions where looking at vacuum is importrant also, so when you run the
boost gage tubing, run it long so you can move the location around in the future.
If you are running a Stage 3 Hi-Po3.8 or Stage 3 PowerPak engine, remove the custom chip before you start the
car—the timing has too much advance and will cause detonation, this is very dangerous and will either blow a
head gasket or a piston or three. Because of the additional horsepower of the PowerPak, you must further improve the fuel system in conjunction with the Vortech SQ. We have chip tuning for the Vorteched Stage 3 version already dyno tuned with a 57mm Pro-M Bullet MAF and FRPP #30 injectors. Contact us for additional
info.
At this point, you’ll be ready for the first drive. Make sure that before you start the install that you filled the
tank with premium gas. If you start the car and it won’t run, its because it flooded while fooling with the fuel
lines, injectors, etc, so depress the accelerator pedal to the floor and hold it there while cranking, that should do
it.
Your system included the newest V-2 SQ compressor. It won’t make much noise. At first the most you’ll hear
is a whine when it spools down. It needs some break in, so go easy for a while. After a few drives it will start
making some more noise and some more boost. The noise is typical of a supercharger whine, but much less
than the previous versions.

